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Figure 1: A bird eye’s view of a forest which contains over one million trees. There are 56,220 trees with over 11 million polygons in view
frustum. FPS is 14.9. The resolution is 1920× 1018 pixels.

1 Introduction

Real-time rendering of vegetation is important in many application-
s, such as video games, internet graphics applications, landscape
design and visualization. However, the visualization of large-scale
forests has always been a challenge not only due to the high geomet-
ric complexity but also due to the small batch problem. Moreover,
generating real-time shadows for forests will heavily increase the
burden. The batch problem is caused by a large number of graphics
API draw calls launched in every frame. Normally, rendering a tree
model requires at least one graphics API draw call. As a forest usu-
ally consists of thousands of trees and the graphics API invocation
is a relatively high cost for CPU, the large-scale forest rendering is
often CPU bound.

As the computational capabilities of GPU are growing much faster
than that of CPU, more and more methods focus on minimizing
the number of driver invocations to solve the CPU bound problem.
Most methods such as [Carucci and Studios 2005] work like this: in
each frame, they first update all geometry instances in the view frus-
tum and then put the updated data into several vertex buffer objects
(VBOs) and finally render the VBOs in a few draw calls. These
methods still need CPU interventions such as culling instances a-
gainst the view frustum and determining appropriate LOD models.
The method of [Shopf et al. 2008] uses geometry shaders to perfor-
m culling and dynamic LOD selecting on GPU. However, it is not
intended for modern graphics hardware and it needs many render-
ing passes to separate LODs. The method of [Decaudin and Neyret
2004] utilizes no periodic tiles of volumetric textures to render vast
and dense forests by using the texturing power of graphic hardware.
It relies on LODs and a GPU-friendly structure to produce dense
forests corresponding to continuous non-repetitive fields. However,
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walking through into these forests is not available.

We present a novel framework which renders a large-scale forest
scene containing over one million highly detailed trees in real-time
with real-time shadowing effects. The framework is well integrat-
ed with GPU-based dynamic geometry LOD [Rákos 2010] and
parallel-split shadow mapping (PSSMs) [Zhang et al. 2006]. Our
method overcomes the limitation in [Rákos 2010] that separates in-
stances into only a limited number of LOD levels. By taking ad-
vantage of the latest functionalities introduced in OpenGL 4, the
number of driver invocations is dramatically reduced. Culling and
LOD determining are entirely implemented on GPU without break-
ing the drawing batches by complicated and expensive CPU-based
methods. This method is straightforward and does not need any ex-
tra scene management algorithm. Occlusion culling is beyond the
scope of this paper.

2 Implementation Details

The method of [Rákos 2010] uses geometry shaders for culling
large amount of objects against the view frustum and determining
the appropriate LODs. It is a two-rendering pass technique. In the
first pass, instance data are fed to GPU as the world-space posi-
tion points. The vertex shader determines whether the instance’s
bounding box is in the view frustum and the geometry shader emits
position points inside the view frustum into separate vertex stream-
s. The latest transform feedback capability introduced in OpengGL
4 is used to capture the primitives emitted by the geometry shader.
In the actual rendering pass, these streams will be used to source
instance transformation data. Appropriate instances inside the view
frustum are rendered based on asynchronous queries.

We extract a series of LOD tree models to compress the overall
forest geometric complexity. The more LOD levels (l) we extract,



Figure 2: A pedestrian’s view of the forest

the more visually pleasing effects we get. However, most modern
graphics cards emit primitives into only a limited number (n) of
separate vertex streams. (Usually, n is less than 4 even for many
high performance GPUs such as Geforce GTX 470 and 560Ti). It
means only n LOD levels can be determined once. To solve this
problem, we use dl/ne rendering loops to deal with the situation
where l is bigger than n.

Instancing in the view frustum: The first n continuous LODs are
determined and rendered in the first loop. Additional loops are used
to render the next n continuous ones until all LOD levels have been
determined.

In the first rendering pass, each tree sample’s instance data are orga-
nized into four-component vector arrays. The vector is composed of
a world-space position and a randomly rotating degree. To achieve
a good performance, we would like to minimize the number of state
and texture changes, thus polygons with the same texture are gath-
ered into one group. All groups in a single model share one trans-
form feedback object. Each group of a tree sample is rendered to
separate n levels in one rendering loop using asynchronous query’s
results. The rendering loops stop when all l LOD levels are de-
termined. LODs are determined based on their distance from the
viewpoint. We could control which n continuous LODs are deter-
mined by setting an appropriate distance parameter di to the geom-
etry shader. During the actual rendering pass, each vertex in the
vertex shader is multiplied by a rotation matrix to achieve different
orientation.

Instancing in the light frustums: We adapt PSSMs with a LOD
scheme to calculate shadow maps. Trees near the viewer are
mapped by high resolution depth images with high updating fre-
quencies; trees in far distance are mapped by low resolution depth
textures with low updating frequencies. This strategy not only re-
duces geometric complexity but also saves graphic memory. In-
stance rendering in each light frustum is similar with that in the
view frustum but with a different strategy. Here we employ only
one rendering loop even if there are more than n LOD levels. For
each tree sample, only two of the finest models and n−2 of simplest
models are used to generate shadow maps.

3 Results and Conclusion

An experiment result is shown on Figure 1 which is a bird eye’s
view of a dense forest containing 1,039,358 highly detailed trees.
There are 56, 220 trees with over 11 millions polygons in the view
frustum. The forest contains 5 tree samples and each sample has 8
levels of LODs. 4 depth maps are used to generate shadows. Fig-
ure 2 is a pedestrian’s view of the forest. We have achieved 14-17
frames per second (FPS). The performance is measured on a desk-

top with an Intel Core i7 2.66 GHz CPU and a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 560 GPU.

Table 1: The number of draw calls and FPS comparison

Instancing in Instancing in The number of Frames per
view frustum light frustums of draw calls second

No No 93791 - 344872 1.01
Yes No 5527 - 313621 2.67
No Yes 88417 - 88465 2.92
Yes Yes 153 - 201 14.9

In each frame, the number of draw calls in the view frustum is
O(l × K), where K is the number of tree samples. The one in
the light frustum is O(s× l ×K), where s is the number of shad-
ow maps in PSSMs. Thus, the overall complexity is O(s× l×K).
Table 1 shows the number of draw calls in each frame and FPS in d-
ifferent situations. The number of draw calls varies due to the LOD
scheme for generating PSSMs. By enabling hardware instancing
in view frustum and light frustums, the draw calls number decreas-
es rapidly from O(N) (where, N is the number of trees in current
view frustum) to O(s × l × K), and the performance is signifi-
cantly improved. However, there is a turning point of our method.
Empirical tests indicate that performance degrades rapidly when K
is increasing over 13.

In this paper, we present a novel method for rendering over one
million highly detailed trees in real-time with real-time shadows.
Extra rendering passes are used to perform culling and determin-
ing appropriate LODs. Our approach overcomes the limitation of
the latest graphic cards that can emit primitives into only a limited
number of separate vertex streams and can render arbitrary levels
of LODs. This framework is straightforward and does not need any
space partitioning method for scene management.
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